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Robert P. Ottilie, Esq., SBN 95845
Attorney at Law
444 West “C” Street, Suite 320
San Diego, CA  92101-3597
Telephone: (619) 231-4841
Facsimile: (619) 231-3293

Attorney for Plaintiffs
Carol Simpson, Michael Bouvet, Beverly 
Klose, Rich Coppola, Linda Coppola, 
Alan Leff, Michelle Leff, Matt Schoonmaker, 
Zosha Schoonmaker, Dolores St. Martin, Julie 
St. Martin, Betty Huber, Gibson Pratt, Kathy 
Pratt, M. Jeanne Faucon-Mooers, Frank A. 
Cuenca, Vivian Leung

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

CAROL SIMPSON; MICHAEL BOUVET; 
BEVERLY KLOSE; RICH COPPOLA;
LINDA COPPOLA; ALAN LEFF;
MICHELLE LEFF; MATT
SCHOONMAKER; ZOSHA
SCHOONMAKER; DOLORES ST.
MARTIN; JULIE ST. MARTIN; BETTY
HUBER; GIBSON PRATT; KATHY
PRATT; M. JEANNE FAUCON-
MOOERS; FRANK A. CUENCA; VIVIAN
LEUNG,

Plaintiffs and Petitioners,

v.

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT and DOES 1 through 50,
Inclusive,

Defendants and Respondents.
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)
)
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)
)

Case No. 37-2016-00021406-CU-TT-CTL

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED
COMPLAINT AND PETITION FOR
WRIT OF MANDATE: 

1. CEQA – Failure to Proceed in
Manner Required By Law;

2. CEQA – Sham EIR Hearing;  

3. Misuse and Violation of Government
Code §53094 for Intended Non-
Academic or Non-Classroom Uses –
Violation of Local Land Use and
Zoning Ordinances. 

Dept: C-73
I/C Judge: Hon. Joel R. Wohlfeil
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1. In this action, the plaintiffs, 17 immediate neighbors of Point Loma High School, 

challenge the illegal conduct by the San Diego Unified School District (“School District”) in

purporting to approve an FEIR at a May 24, 2016 hearing (certification of a Final Environmental

Impact Report (“FEIR”) and actions related thereto) and then on July 12, 2016 approving

upgrades to Point Loma High School (“Point Loma High School Whole Site Modernization And

Athletic Facilities Upgrades Project,” referred to herein as “Project”).

2. The Project accomplishes a variety of improvements at Point Loma High School

over the next five years.  Point Loma High School, constructed in 1925, has the smallest physical

footprint (16.4 acres) of any school in the School District.   Plaintiffs’ homes literally share their

back and side yards with high school property; School District failed to even acquire the entire

City blocks on which the school sits.  The high school is bordered on all four sides by two-lane

residential streets.

3. The first planned upgrades in the Project are to the athletic facilities at Point Loma

High School.  For over 90 years, there have never been permanent lights installed at Point Loma

High School, and for a good reason.  In this historical and geographically unique neighborhood,

it will be impossible to host large (2,500+ fans) spectator sports with only 180 parking spots, at

night, in an older and quiet residential neighborhood.

4. Yet, in the proposed upgrades, School District contemplates that not only will

school events and commercial activities regularly use a newly lit stadium potentially every day of

the week and on weekends, but the school actually predicts that these outside and non-academic

groups (youth sports groups, adult sports groups and other community groups) will use the field

potentially any day of the year, up to 365 days.  Plaintiffs contend those uses are illegal.

5. These predictions are consistent with what has happened in other district schools,

for example, Clairemont High School.  In an effort to chase a cash cow, School District has been

renting out their athletic facilities all over San Diego to outside groups, uses that plaintiffs

contend are illegal as a matter of law.  The revenue is not insignificant.  In one recent example
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reported in the local press, San Diego High School (which rents property from the City of San

Diego in Balboa Park for some of its facilities) annually rents out its facilities for $250,000 a

year.

6. Plaintiffs contend that School District has violated the law in several respects:

a. Approved the Project on May 24, 2016, even though the Project
was not on the Agenda, a violation of the Brown Act (a violation of
law ultimately conceded by School District resulting in the July 12,
2016 approval);

b. Adopted a FEIR and related actions that violate CEQA;

c. Conducted a “sham” EIR hearing – evidence clearly indicates the
decision was made long before the FEIR was prepared;

d. Violates local land use and zoning ordinances by expressly
authorizing non-academic and non-classroom uses in the proposed
Project without intending to comply with local zoning and land use
ordinances and purporting to use a Government Code section, that
does not apply, to do so.

 7. In the following paragraphs, Plaintiffs will describe, in detail taken from the

administrative record, School District’s objectives and how they have pursued them in violation

of state and local laws and ordinances.  Plaintiffs are not the first San Diego neighborhood to feel

the sting of School District’s illegal acts.  They do ask this Court to help them be the first to take

back their neighborhood.

II.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

8. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to §§1085, 1094.5, 1060, 187

and 526 of the California Code of Civil Procedure and under the provisions of the California

Public Resources Code.

9. Venue and jurisdiction are proper because defendant and respondent, San Diego

Unified School District [“School District”] is located in the Central Judicial District of San

Diego County, as is the Project at issue herein.  Plaintiffs all reside or own property within the

Central Judicial District of San Diego County.  All reside next to or near the Project.
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III.

PARTIES

10. Carol Simpson [“Simpson”] is an individual who resides at 3610 Voltaire Street,

San Diego, CA 92106.  Her residence backs into the stadium’s bleachers, which tower over her

back yard.  Her next door neighbor, just feet from her bedroom window, is the stadium’s main

restroom, ticket window and concession stand.  Mrs. Simpson’s garage was once set on fire by a

burning object that was dropped from the top row of the athletic bleachers.  Mrs. Simpson’s

deceased husband , “Coach” Hugh Simpson, was a 25-year teacher and football coach at Point

Loma High School before his death in a plane crash along with the couple’s three adult children,

on Christmas Day 1982.  Mrs. Simpson created the Hugh Simpson Family Memorial Scholarship

at Point Loma High School, awarded annually to two graduating seniors.  Mrs. Simpson has been

an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has

worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this

neighborhood, as well as to advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the

review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety

and environment of Carol Simpson, and will cause her personal and property damages.

11. Michael Bouvet [“Bouvet”] resides at 3436 Voltaire Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

His residence neighbors the proposed Project.  As an 18-year resident of the neighborhood,

Bouvet has observed a change in the attitude by School District personnel over the years.  For

generations, the school had coexisted peacefully with the surrounding neighborhood.  This

consideration reflected an awareness of, and appreciation for, the historical and geographical

characteristics of the school that make it unique in San Diego.  Neighbors reciprocated.  The

School District’s attitude has changed in recent years to become increasingly exploitive and

adversarial, defying the geographical realities and the physical constraints of the school.  Bouvet

has been an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which

has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this

neighborhood, as well as advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the

review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety
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and environment of Michael Bouvet, and will cause him personal and property damages.

12. Beverly Klose [“Klose”] resides at 3515 Xenophon Street, San Diego, CA 92106.

Klose has been an active participant at the school.  She has served as a volunteer and mentor. 

She reviewed resumes for students and did mock interviews with students to assist them when

they look for jobs.  She has attended football games and a variety of cultural events at the school.

Klose, like many San Diegans, has from time to time worked out of her house.  Therefore, she is

aware of activity at the school all day long.  She sees numerous problems already during the

daytime, and anticipates even worse when activities move to the evening and are expanded in

daytime and on weekends.  Examples of past daytime issues have included: unsupervised

students on the athletic field throwing rocks at her home; students kicking soccer balls at her

home trying to break windows; archery students aiming arrows directly at her house; la crosse

players heaving balls directly at her house; the football coach allowing blaring rap music; campus

and student generated trash everywhere; early (pre-7 a.m.) wake up calls by activity on the

athletic fields.  Examples of more serious past issues include:  drug deals going down before

school or during lunch in front of her house; the loud drum corps setting up directly under the

windows of her office where she works when other less intrusive locations are available; students

escaping school by climbing the fence and hiding in the neighborhood; and, reckless driving. 

Once the stadium started holding their first, and then suddenly “annual” night game, Klose was

able to see what would happen with additional night games (perhaps scores of which are coming

with the allegedly approved upgrades).  These included: students and adults openly using drugs

and/or alcohol; impaired and reckless drivers; indecent exposure; aggressive behavior; excessive

band noise and unruly behavior post game; parking violations; pot smoking and alcohol

consumption on the empty lot overlooking the end zone; late night raucous gatherings on the

campus; liquor bottles/beer cans/condoms/other litter left behind.  After one game, many

neighborhood cars were spray painted.  The noise is a constant problem, even with the current

limited one-night usage per year.  Neighbors have been subjected to mind numbing, excessive

and really loud rap music – even some with vulgar lyrics likely heard by toddlers and elementary

age children walking by the school with their parents.  Klose has been an active public
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participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an effort to

impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as well as advise

School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in review, construction and

implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and environment of

Beverly Klose and will cause her personal and property damages.

13. Rich Coppola [“RCoppola”] resides at 2156 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

His residence neighbors the proposed Project.  RCoppola grew up in Point Loma and he and two

brothers graduated from Point Loma High School.  He has resided near the stadium for 19 years. 

For RCoppola, game days, even before the proposed improvements, includes locking all gates,

no street parking, sometimes a blocked driveway, bringing in the pets, monitoring the behavior of

attendees before and after the event, cleaning up litter and sometimes witnessing people urinate

in public.  Calls to the school for help at night or on the weekend go unanswered.  RCoppola has

been an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has

worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this

neighborhood, as well as advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the

review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety

and environment of Rich Coppola, and will cause him personal and property damages.

14. Linda Coppola [“LCoppola”] resides at 2156 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

Her residence neighbors the proposed Project.  LCoppola has resided near the stadium for 19

years.  For LCoppola, game days, even before the proposed improvements, includes locking all

gates, no street parking, sometimes a blocked driveway, bringing in the pets, monitoring the

behavior of attendees before and after the event, cleaning up litter and sometimes witnessing

people urinate in public.  Calls to the school for help at night or on the weekend go unanswered. 

LCoppola has been an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point

Loma, which has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact

on this neighborhood, as well as advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in

review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety

and environment of Linda Coppola, and will cause her personal and property damages.
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15. Alan Leff [“ALeff”] resides at 2174 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106.  His

residence neighbors the proposed Project.  When he purchased his home hear the high school, he

understood, and relied upon, the school’s long time “good neighbor policy,” an approach which

has now changed.  ALeff and his brothers attended and graduated from Point Loma High School. 

He participated in three varsity sports.  His nephew currently attends the school.  ALeff has

volunteered at the school and served as an assistant football coach in 1986.  Later, as a police

officer in La Mesa, ALeff provided security at Helix High School varsity football games and is

familiar with the risk and security issues associated therewith.  After night games, the Leffs have

experienced trash thrown in their yard, public urination, reckless driving on local streets, air

horns and car horns.  They have had property stolen and their cars egged.  ALeff has been an

active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked

in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as

well as to advise School District of violations of law. Violations of law in the review,

construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and

environment of Alan Leff and will cause him personal and property damages.

16. Michelle Leff [“MLeff”] resides at 2174 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106.  Her

residence neighbors the proposed Project.  She is a pediatrician and works daily with young

people.  Her nephew currently attends the school.  The Leffs have a four-year old son who will

attend the Point Loma schools.  Night events will keep their son awake due to lights and noise. 

MLeff has been an active public participants with an unincorporated association, Pro Point

Loma, which has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact

on this neighborhood, as well as to advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law

in the review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health,

safety and environment of Michelle Leff and will cause her personal and property damages.

17. Matt Schoonmaker [“MSchoonmaker”] resides at 3512 Voltaire Street, San

Diego, CA 92106.  MSchoonmaker’s residence borders the football field, with the back yard and

rear windows directly impacted by night lighting.  During existing school hours, practices or

games, he is unable to park on the street near his home.  MSchoonmaker has been an active

Carol Simpson, et al. v. SDUSD 7 Case No. 37-2016-00021406-CU-TT-CTL
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public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an

effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as well as

to advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the review, construction and

implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and environment of Matt

Schoonmaker, and will cause him personal and property damages.

18. Zosha Schoonmaker [“ZSchoonmaker”] resides at 3512 Voltaire Street, San

Diego, CA 92106.  ZSchoonmaker’s residence borders the football field, with the back yard and

rear windows directly impacted by night lighting.  During existing school hours, practices or

games, she is unable to park on the street near her home.  Her sister graduated from Point Loma

High School.  ZSchoonmaker has been an active public participant with an unincorporated

association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and

its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as well as to advise School District of violations of

law.  Violations of law in the review, construction and implementation of the Project will

negatively impact the health, safety and environment of Zosha Schoonmaker, and will cause her

personal and property damages.

19. Dolores St. Martin [“D St. Martin”] resides at 3522 Voltaire Street, San Diego,

CA 92106.  D St. Martin’s property borders the Project.  The existing PA system is adjacent to

her house.  She has windows with a direct view of the athletic field, so close she once lent her

back yard to a terminally ill woman, too weak to climb the bleachers, to watch graduation

ceremonies.  She has lent her driveway to a handicapped individual to minimize the walk to the

Voltaire Street entrance.  She has many family members who have graduated from Point Loma

High School.  Once, the high school allowed a “military style” activity to use the field.  Before 7

a.m., she was awakened to a recording of Guns n’ Roses’ Welcome to the Jungle.  D St. Martin

has been an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which

has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this

neighborhood, as well as to advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the

review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety

and environment of Dolores St. Martin and will cause her personal and property damages.
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20. Julie St. Martin [“J St. Martin”] resides at 3522 Voltaire Street, San Diego, CA

92106.  J St. Martin’s property borders the Project.  The existing PA system is adjacent to her

house.  She has windows with a direct view of the athletic field, so close she once lent her back

yard to a terminally ill woman, too weak to climb the bleachers, to watch graduation ceremonies. 

She has lent her driveway to a handicapped individual to minimize the walk to the Voltaire Street

entrance.  She has many family members who have graduated from Point Loma High School. 

Once, the high school allowed a “military style” activity to use the field.  Before 7 a.m., she was

awakened to a recording of Guns n’ Roses’ Welcome to the Jungle.  J St. Martin has been an

active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked

in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as

well as to advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the review,

construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and

environment of Julie St. Martin and will cause her personal and property damages.

21. Betty Huber [“Huber”] resides at 2175 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106.  Her

residence of 63 years neighbors the proposed Project.  Four of Huber’s children have graduated

from the high school, the last in 1983.  A grandchild attended this school year.  Huber has

attended some of the school’s baseball games with her grandson.  Huber has been an active

public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an

effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as well as

to advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the review, construction and

implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and environment of Betty

Huber, and will cause her personal and property damages.

22. Gibson Pratt [“GPratt”] resides at 2209 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

GPratt’s residence neighbors the proposed Project.  GPratt has owned his residence for 43 years. 

On their street, even the limited uses at night have brought traffic, noise, lights, drinking,

partying and yelling to their immediate neighborhood.  GPratt has been an active public

participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an effort to

impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as well as advise
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School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the review, construction and

implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and environment of

Gibson Pratt, and will cause him personal and property damages.

23. Kathy Pratt [“KPratt”] resides at 2209 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

KPratt’s residence neighbors the proposed Project.  KPratt has owned her residence for 43 years. 

On their street, even the limited uses at night have brought excessive traffic, noise, lights,

drinking, partying and yelling to their immediate neighborhood.  KPratt has been an active public

participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an effort to

impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this neighborhood, as well as advise

School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the review, construction and

implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and environment of Kathy

Pratt, and will cause her personal and property damages.

24. M. Jeanne Faucon-Mooers [“Faucon-Mooers”] owns the residence at 3530

Voltaire Street, San Diego, CA 92106.  This residence borders the proposed Project.  Faucon-

Mooers grew up adjacent to the school and lived there for decades.  She attended and graduated

from Point Loma High School.  Many family members also attended the school.  Faucon-Mooers

has been an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma, which

has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this

neighborhood, as well as advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in the

review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety

and environment of M. Jeanne Faucon-Mooers, and will cause her personal and property

damages.

25. Frank A. Cuenca [“Cuenca”] resides at 2210 Clove Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

His residence borders the proposed Project.  Cuenca has resided in his home for 38 years. 

Cuenca has noticed a now rapidly deteriorating respect by the school toward its neighbors the last

10 years.  Even school practices sometimes begin or end with loud rap music blaring through the

neighborhood.  Cuenca has been an active public participant with an unincorporated association,

Pro Point Loma, which has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental

Carol Simpson, et al. v. SDUSD 10 Case No. 37-2016-00021406-CU-TT-CTL
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impact on this neighborhood, as well as advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of

law in review, construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health,

safety and environment of Frank Cuenca, and will cause him personal and property damages.

26. Vivian Leung [“Leung”] resides at 3624 Voltaire Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 

Her residence neighbors the proposed Project.  She is a volunteer at the Loma Portal Elementary

School.  She has attended football, baseball and basketball games at Point Loma High School

Leung has been an active public participant with an unincorporated association, Pro Point Loma,

which has worked in an effort to impact the proposed Project and its detrimental impact on this

neighborhood, as well as advise School District of violations of law.  Violations of law in review,

construction and implementation of the Project will negatively impact the health, safety and

environment of Vivian Leung, and will cause her personal and property damages.

27. Each of the individual plaintiffs will hereafter be referenced either by their

individual name, where applicable, or collectively as “Plaintiffs.”

28. Defendant and Respondent San Diego Unified School District [“School District,”

“Defendant” and/or “Respondent”] is a public government agency, form unknown, and a

subdivision of the State of California with its principal place of business located at 4100 Normal

Street, San Diego, CA 92103.  

29. As a public government agency, School District is entrusted with exercising local

government powers, specified in the Constitution and laws of the State of California.  It is

charged, within its jurisdiction and as limited by law, with the authority to regulate and

administer some land use activities within its boundaries and, subject to constraints and restraints

by other agencies, and subject at all times to the obligations and limitations of all applicable

state, federal and other laws, including, but not limited to, the California Environmental Quality

Act [“CEQA”], CEQA Guidelines, California Planning and Zoning Law and City of San Diego

Zoning and Land Use Laws.  

30. As the CEQA Lead Agency for the Project, School District appears to have

intended to certify the Environmental Impact Report [EIR] at a School District meeting on

May 24, 2016.  Plaintiffs are informed and believe that School District also now claims to have
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approved the Project on May 24, 2016.  However, the Brown Act notice for the May 24, 2016

meeting did not include the Project itself (only the EIR), and in any event no motion or second

was obtained to either certify the EIR or approve the Project.  Plaintiffs have each notified

School District of these defects, requesting they be cured and within 30 days.  For the purposes

herein, “School District” includes all of its departments, officers, superintendent, and appointed

and elected representatives charged with duties and obligations as alleged here.

31. Plaintiffs are currently unaware of the names and capacities of Respondents,

DOES 1-50, inclusive, and therefore sues those parties as such fictitious names.  Does 1-50,

inclusive, are agents of School District and are responsible, in some manner, for the conduct

described in this Complaint and Petition, or other persons or entities presently unknown to

Plaintiffs who claim some legal or equitable interest in the Project which is the subject of this

action.  Plaintiffs will amend this Complaint to show the true names and capacities of Does 1-50

when such names and capacities become known.

32. In doing the acts described herein, Defendants, and each of them, were acting as

the agent and on behalf of all other Defendants.

IV.

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES AND 

INADEQUATE REMEDIES AT LAW

33. Plaintiffs performed all conditions precedent to the filing of this action by

complying with all requirements of the California Public Resources Code, including giving

written notice to file this CEQA Petition pursuant to Public Resources Code §21167.5 by both

personal delivery on June 21, 2016 and by mail on June 21, 2016, prior to filing this action, and

will attach hereto, as Exhibit 1, a copy of that Notice of Intent to File CEQA Petition.  Further,

Plaintiffs, through counsel, have corresponded on multiple occasions with School District in an

effort to head off this litigation, including requesting to mediate disputes.  School District has

ignored those requests and any further efforts will be futile under these circumstances.

34. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that School District will
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initiate construction of the Project during the pendency and before this action might by decided

by the court.  In fact, Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that, even prior to

approving the Final Environment Impact Report (FEIR), School District has initiated

expenditures in support of the Project.

35. In correspondence prior to approval of the FEIR, Plaintiffs put School District on

notice that School District was proceeding in violation of a law.  Subsequent to the approval of

the EIR, and before any visible construction had begun, Plaintiffs, through counsel, again

communicated to School District that they believe School District’s conduct has, and will further,

violate the law and requested a stay of construction of the Project until this matter can be

resolved in an amicable mediation between the parties or, if necessary, prosecution of this action

in court.  To date, Plaintiffs have received no response.

36. Since May 24, 2016, and thereafter, School District has taken no action, formal or

informal, in an attempt to meet with the Plaintiffs, to discuss Plaintiffs’ contentions of violation

of law, or to themselves cure and correct violations of law that have already occurred other than

their violation of the Brown Act by failing to agendize the Project on May 24, 2016 (corrected on

July 12, 2016, necessitating this amendment).  Consequently, should construction begin or even

be completed prior to the completion of this action, and should Plaintiffs prevail, Plaintiffs will

object to any resolution of this matter other than having the court declare void, as illegal, any

actions taken in violation of law, to include, but not be limited to, requiring Defendant to

demolish and/or remove portions of the Project already constructed in violation of law.

37. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law unless this court makes the declaration

of rights, grants the writ of mandate and provides injunctive relief, as set forth herein, to set aside

School District’s July 12, 2016 approval of the Project and May 24, 2016 approval of the FEIR

and all related actions as reflected in Exhibit A, and set aside any actions taken in support of the

Project until the Project complies with CEQA, the Government Code, County and City land use

and zoning ordinances and other provisions as provided herein.  In the absence of such remedy,

School District’s approval and construction will remain in violation of state and local law, and

Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable harm due to violations of applicable land use laws, zoning
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regulations, state law and significant adverse environmental impacts caused by the Project that

have not been properly analyzed under CEQA, and which had been constructed in violation of

the law.

38. Plaintiffs have performed all conditions precedent to filing this action by

complying with all requirements and has no other remedy other than to bring this action.

39. Plaintiffs have been required to incur substantial attorney’s fees and costs in

conjunction with protecting their rights under the law, all after having sought to resolve these

issues with School District, and/or mediate them, efforts School District ignored.  No one else

but Plaintiffs have sought to protect the public’s interest by requiring Defendants and

Respondents to comply with the law.  Plaintiffs’ actions, fees and costs are necessary and

reasonably incurred, serve a public benefit and should be compensated under the Code of Civil

Procedure §1021.5 and/or other applicable provisions of law.

V.

BACKGROUND ALLEGATIONS

40. School District claims to have approved, on July 12, 2016, a facilities upgrade and

improvements to Point Loma High School and its athletic facilities.  School District refers to this

project as the “Point Loma Whole Site Modernization and Athletic Facilities Upgrades Project”

(“Project”).  Originally, the School District intended to have two projects, starting with the

upgrade of the athletic facilities, including what is referred to as the Athletics Stadium, and do

other improvements later.  According to School District, delay to the upgrades to the athletic

facilities was caused by an FAA evaluation, resulting from an original plan to have massive 92-

foot light towers under the flight path for Lindbergh Field.  Ultimately, the athletic facilities

upgrade was combined with the remainder of the project.  At the EIR hearing conducted on May

24, 2016 (“EIR Hearing”), staff and board members referred to the first phase of the Project 

starting in 2018 and the second phase beginning in 2020.  However, it would appear that the

improvements to the athletic facilities have already begun and, in particular, School District

states the lighting improvements are intended to be completed for the beginning of the school
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year in summer of 2016, notwithstanding the failure to lawfully adopt the EIR or lawfully

approve the Project as described above.

A. History and Physical Characteristics of Point Loma High School and the

Surrounding Neighborhood

41. Point Loma High School was constructed in 1925.  At the time, there were no

neighbors in the immediate vicinity of the school, as it was built well away from residential

areas.  Below is an aerial photo of the school taken looking toward the school site in 1930. 

Mission Bay would be toward the upper left of the photograph and the University of San Diego

would be toward the upper middle of the photograph.  You can see Chatsworth Boulevard as it

winds past the school to your left in the photograph.  Note that the School District chose not to

build any buffer into their project at a time when they easily could have acquired, at a minimum,

all lots in the blocks the school occupies.
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42. Today, the Point Loma High School sits on the smallest physical footprint of any

school in the San Diego Unified School District.  This is understandable given that it was built

almost a century ago and that School District has failed to identify a new site for expanded

facilities with room for all or some of its offerings.  Instead of expanding facilities as it has

elsewhere, here School District intends to expand usage of existing facilities, and to do so in a

quiet, tightly packed residential neighborhood, as to which the school literally merges into and, in

some instances, towers over.

43. Below is a photograph of the main entrance to the current (and proposed to be

renovated, expanded and lit) Point Loma High School Athletic Stadium.  This photograph shows

the concrete bleachers towering over neighboring homes, and a public restroom bordering homes

on this quiet residential street.

44. In the middle of the photo, immediately between two single family homes, is the

school’s fencing, concession stand and public restrooms.  Plaintiff Carol Simpson’s home is
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shown on the left.  Her master bedroom window overlooks these structures, and is just feet from

the public restroom.  Incredibly, in 2016, this remains the main stadium entrance.

45. The photograph below shows the view from Carol Simpson’s back yard with the

stadium literally extended over her yard.  It is from those concrete bleachers that someone once

set her garage roof on fire.  If School District proceeds, a multi-story press box will rise above

her property as well, joined by the lights and new public address system.

46. School District’s allegedly adopted EIR cites as a reason for lighting the Point

Loma High School Stadium that it is the only high school in its conference without lights.  The

obvious reason that there are no lights is that previously School District, while under different

management, recognized the unique history and geographical complexities of this site, and

adhered to a long-standing policy of mutual courtesy and consideration between School District,

including its representatives at Point Loma High School, and the residential neighborhood

surrounding Point Loma High School.
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B. Recent History: Deterioration of Neighborhood Relations

47. October 2005 was the first time that lights (rented and temporary) were utilized at

Point Loma High School’s athletic stadium.  They were used as part of the celebration of the

school’s 80  anniversary.  The school and School District notified the neighborhood only afterth

scheduling the event, but promised it would be a “one-time event.”

48. In 2006, School District notified neighbors of the “Second Annual Light the Night

Homecoming” game.  Neither School District nor Point Loma High School staff had solicited

neighborhood input regarding the advisability of making their Homecoming game an annual

lighted event, nor made efforts to accommodate the burden placed on the neighborhood by the

substantial increase in noise, traffic, parking and lack of virtually any police or security presence. 

Again, the lights were rented and temporary.

49. In subsequent years, School District began making capital improvements at the

high school and did so typically without notice to the neighborhood.  Just one of the many

examples is when, in the spring of 2007, School District realigned the batting cage on its softball

field, and its backstop, so that the cage was moved right up against the home of a nearby

neighbor.  The modification, and more evidence of the school’s proximity to its residential

neighbors, is shown below.
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50. An event held June 24-28, 2009 heralded School District’s desire to

commercialize and profit from what are supposed to be academic and classroom facilities. 

School District rented the Athletic Field at Point Loma High School for a 4-day youth football

event that brought people into the neighborhood from throughout the West Coast.  The event

began at 7:00 a.m. each day, operated until 7:00 p.m. at night and was characterized by constant

noise, including air horns, screaming and non-stop commentary broadcast over the PA system. 

The vehicles of almost all participants, families and supporters were parked throughout the

surrounding neighborhood.  Fans set up folding chairs and barbecues on the sidewalk of this

residential neighborhood where they tailgated, and there was unrelenting noise, trash, traffic and

inappropriate behavior during the 4-day event, with minimal, if any, effort by School District to

minimize or mitigate these impacts.

51. By 2009, the community was experiencing serious problems resulting from the

annual night Homecoming game, along with third party rentals on weekends and nights, with

virtually no oversight or security by the school or School District.  As noted in the photo above

(showing the main entrance to the stadium), attendees funnel in through this entrance before and

during the game and exit through this same entrance at the end of the game.  Attendees then

disperse widely into the surrounding residential neighborhood to return to their parked cars. 

School District does not provide any parking near the entrance.  To reach a School District

designated parking lot from the front entrance, an attendee must drive or walk approximately five

blocks.  However, even the existing parking available on school lots meets only a fraction of the

current parking demand, a demand that will grow substantially with the intended substantial

expansion in stadium seating and uses.  Consequently, attendees park throughout the residential

neighborhood.  In the Project, which is at issue here, School District proposes to substantially

increase both the number of attendees and the number of events, with resulting potentially

catastrophic impacts to the neighborhood environment.

52. After receiving complaints from neighbors, school administrators promised, in a

meeting with neighbors held on November 15, 2009, that no permanent lights would ever be

installed at Point Loma High School Athletics Field and that, further, the School District would
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not support the installation of permanent lights by a private entity.  School District made the

same representation in writing on multiple occasions.  Those representations have now been

abandoned.

C. Athletic Facility Upgrades at Other District High Schools

i. Clairemont – Deterioration of a Neighborhood

53. In the meantime, School District was upgrading its athletic facilities at other

schools, with an opening in September 2011 of upgraded facilities and a new stadium at

Clairemont High School.  There, no EIR was conducted, with School District preparing, instead,

a Mitigating Negative Declaration,  contending that there were no significant environmental

impacts.

54. The improvements to the Clairemont facilities (and their impact on local

neighbors) is a harbinger of what is to come at Point Loma High School.

55. In the administrative record, these plaintiffs, working through a collection of

neighbors known as Pro Point Loma, prepared and submitted to School District a video which

included interviews from residents and neighbors near Clairemont High School.  Their

comments, going to School District’s claim of no significant impact, included:

a. Walter Anderson:   The first night they had a football game up
there [with the improved facility] we thought there was a war going
on.  There were fireworks and all the other things going on.  It was
just horrendous.  That was the worst night. ... Since then whenever
they have a game, they turn the PA system up full blast.  ...  The
lights are bright, lights up the whole neighborhood. ...  if you have
your windows open, you get all the noise and all the light. ... When
we decided to sell [our] house, we had to list with the Realtor. 
And we had to divulge impacts of the school because it’s changed
dramatically since we moved in here five or six years ago.  So we
have to tell people that there is noise.  There’s lights, and there’s
more traffic. ...  And I think it’s going to have a negative impact on
how fast the house sells and the final price that we get ... 

If this happens at Point Loma High School, it’s going to affect a lot
more people than it did at Clairemont High School because there is
a lot of open space around Clairemont High School where at Point
Loma High School there’s houses all around the school.  So it’s
going to change their whole community in that area.

b. Tom Ford:   the lights and the sounds system have completely
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disrupted our neighborhood.  And myself and others have
complained ... I don’t go in my backyard at night anymore because
the lights are so bright.  I’ve lost the normal evening-time
environment.  My house is lit up at night inside through the
kitchen, living room, dining room and master bedroom. ... 

The sound system is probably the most impacting because you
can’t get away from the sound even with the windows closed.  And
I had double pane windows with some extra thick glass installed ...
not good enough. ... we’ve had to leave our homes at night just to
get away from the sound.

c. Bob Holub: ... we were initially told that Friday night lights were
going to be specifically for Friday night football games.  So we
didn’t really see a big impact ...  Thought that would be a good
thing.  Our kids play football. ...  So we agreed with that.  And the
sound system was never mentioned.  No mentioning of a nuclear
sound system like the one that was installed. ... now we see that
Clairemont is renting out the football field at night. ...  So we’ve
gone from five or six times a year to well over 100.  On top of that,
when they lit off the sound system, ... fireworks and all kinds of
things and the sound system was just completely unbearable. 
Inside the house with the windows closed, you can hear the play-
by-play.

d. Bob Holub:  And its gone way beyond the scope of Friday night
lights to a venue, really, a convention center, if you will, to host
events.  So we were not told about that, and we were not aware
about that.

e. Nancy Holub:  And I believe the stadium was built on taxpayer
funding or something like that. ...now they’re renting it out.

f. Bob Holub:  I think it’s just a moneymaker for the school system ...
And that’s really the push behind updating all these stadiums.

g. Janet Dicks:  The new football field, the lights and the stadium
seating has really affected our feeling about this neighborhood ...
our son went to Clairemont High, played football at Clairmont
High ... so we didn’t mind the idea of the football stadium being
expanded and enlarged for the students for their enjoyment of the
field. ... But the way they’ve enlarged the football stadium now is
just – it’s just overbuilt, really, really overbuilt for what they
needed ... and the lights are very intrusive ... They shine in our
windows.  The whole neighborhood lights up as if, you know,
there’s a carnival or something going on.  And the loud speaker is
very, very loud ... sometimes they leave the sound system on when
there’s nobody even on the field.  And there is this humming that
comes out of it that’s just really intrusive to our lives.

h. Dennis Dicks:  ... the project wasn’t really divulged as far as what
to expect. ... We wanted to support the school.  Our son went there
... But I feel like what they’ve done was quite a bit misleading.

i. Dennis Dicks:  the school seems to be letting a lot of independent
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different leagues and teams practice and play up there.  So in
reality, the lights are on, I would say, average five nights a week
along with the sound system.  And then one night a week they also
have food trucks up there with all the lights on, plus they will have
... for parking in the evening they have two trailer-pulled large
generators with lights on poles.

j. Dennis Dicks:  the noise level was so much more than what we
expected.  They would not only do speaking and play-by-play, but
they would play music in between and for at least an hour before
the game which was very annoying and loud, so loud ... that we
had to pretty much either go to another room or leave if we didn’t
want to listen to that music.

k. Janet Dicks:  They also rented it out to, like, the Pop Warner
league.  And that was a whole day event.  They started at 9 o’clock
in the morning, didn’t end until 10 o’clock at night.  They had the
sound system blaring.  And, again, popular music playing, rap
music, that kind of stuff.  And it was so loud that most of the
neighbors left for the day.

l. Dennis Dicks: I want to say that Point Loma [residents] and the
parents around that school to think about this very carefully before
you commit because it’s a much larger impact on the
neighborhood.  And the school board seems to use this in
additional ways that I’m not used to seeing where it’s leased out.

m. Karen Anderson Thatcher:  ... now they rent out of the field. 
There’s games all night.  The lights are on until 10 o’clock at night. 
They light up the whole neighborhood.  The fans are quite loud,
stomping on the bleachers, making a tremendous amount of noise. 
They have air horns.  They turn the PA system up extremely loud
and play all sorts of music. ... We had a very quiet neighborhood
[before] ... neighbors on the corner who had two small children
recently purchased a home in Vista and moved out of the area
specifically because the noise was so loud and troublesome to them
with their small children. ...  When they first started the
construction, I was actually really excited.  I was happy for the
school. ...  I had no idea. 

n. Larry Emerly:   ... they’ve been playing games there with the lights
on all throughout the week until 9, 10 o’clock at night. ... You have
to have your windows closed at night if you’re trying to go to bed
early. ... I mean every night of the week, not just Friday and
Saturday nights like we did when we were in high school which
was fine.  I wouldn’t object that, but not Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday also. ... 

I just think it’s not fair to the neighborhood. ...  It’s very
disrespectful.

o. Tom Ford:   The peacefulness [of the neighborhood] seems to be
gone.  That’s why a lot of us liked living here is because it was
nice and quiet with the sounds of birds and all that. ... The stadium
was built without consideration of the residents who live here. 
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ii. Mission Bay – Upgrades That Better Match the Neighborhood

56. At other District schools, School District made similar improvements, but

accompanied by adequate infrastructure to accommodate many of the uses, thereby mitigating

impacts.  And what a difference that makes.

57. The most recent example are upgrades to the athletics field at Mission Bay High

School on Grand Avenue, in Pacific Beach, that are generally similar with those proposed at

Point Loma.  Mission Bay, like Point Loma, had not previously had permanent lights or visitor

seating.  The upgrades at Mission Bay High School were completed and in place for the start of

the 2015-2016 school year. 

58. One of the stated objectives in the EIR for Point Loma High School is to give

Point Loma High School what has been provided to their peer schools – a “one size fits all”

approach that makes no practical sense here.  The school and neighborhood differences between

the Mission Bay and Point Loma High Schools is quite dramatic.  Mission Bay High School sits

on 35.8 acres of land in a relatively new neighborhood.  It is surrounded on 3 sides by a major

thoroughfare (Grand Avenue, a 4-6 lane main artery with center divide) on the north, a golf

course on the east, and Campland By The Bay and the 8,000 acre Mission Bay Park on the South. 

What residential neighborhood there is sits far to the west, buffered by a large expanse of parking

lots.

59. By contrast, Point Loma High School sits on 16.4 acres of land in the very dense

and historic neighborhood of Loma Portal.  On three sides, homes immediately abut the school

and its athletics facilities.  A two-lane road (Chatsworth), the main feeder street, is on the other

side of the school.

60. The traffic contrast between the two schools is stark.  Mission Bay is served by

the 4 to 6 lane Grand Avenue with an immediate feed to Interstate 5.  Point Loma has only one

through road, the two-lane Chatsworth Boulevard.

61. Mission Bay High School has 351 marked parking stalls.  Point Loma High

School will have 180 for 2,500 seats.  That’s a single spot for every 14 attendees.  At Mission

Bay, the parking lots are laid out so attendees reach them before reaching the stadium.  The
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Mission Bay High School EIR reported that for non-homecoming games, parking needs would

exceed available space by only 14 stalls.  Street parking on Grand Avenue (away from homes)

would satisfy all overflow for a simple reason.  Within  d of a mile, there  are 1,100 available

parking spots.  Not here.

62. At Point Loma High School, event goers will arrive at the stadium’s main gate

and see no school lots.  The nearest school lot is five blocks away.  School lots, if guests can find

them or would drive there, will meet just a fraction of the demand for the average non-

homecoming football games.  The majority of parking will be, as it has been, throughout this

single family neighborhood, only now greatly expanded with the sizable increase in seating

capacity and number of events.

63. At Mission Bay, increased school lighting joins an already lit par-3 golf course

and well lit Grand Avenue and Interstate 5.  No similar night lighting now intrudes upon the

residences at the Point Loma site.  Mission Bay High is in an urbanized neighborhood; Point

Loma is an older residential neighborhood.

64. Understandably, given the geographic and demographic differences between the

sites, when the Mission Bay High School EIR circulated, few public comments were received,

mostly organizational input from groups such as the San Diego Archeological Society,

Department of Toxic Substance Control and Native American Heritage Commission.  Contrast

this with the literally hundreds of concerned neighborhood residents who directly participated in

the comments period, either directly or through a resident group, Pro Point Loma, and also from

San Diego’s entire Peninsula Planning Board and City Councilmember Lorie Zapf.

VI.

THE PROJECT’S HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION

65. Point Loma High School opened in 1925.  It is bounded today by Chatsworth,

Clove, Alcott and Voltaire streets.

66. The Project, as adopted, has three phases.  Two are referred to as “campus

renovation”; the third is referred to as “Athletic Facilities Upgrades.”  The entire project is
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referred to as the “Point Loma High School Whole Site Modernization and Athletic Facilities

Upgrades Project ” (“Project”).  Other athletic upgrades have been completed prior to the

adoption of this Project on July 12, 2016.

67. According to the School District’s presentation to the public on May 24, 2016, the

first phase of the campus renovation will begin in 2018.  This work will focus on replacing the

existing Building number 800 with a new 3-story media center.  The work will also include

modernization for classroom Buildings 200 and 300 near the front of the school.

68. The second phase of the campus renovations will begin in 2020, according to

School District staff.  That work will focus around a new cafeteria food service and custodial

supply building to replace Building number 400.  There will also be ADA improvements in the

landscaped areas and renovation of the gym, locker rooms and administrative facilities.

69. Originally, according to the School District, the Athletic Facilities Upgrades were

to have been a separate project.  School District claims the Project was delayed by FAA review

after the School District proposed placing 92 foot poles right under the flight path to Lindbergh

Field.  With that project delayed, it was ultimately combined with the campus renovations

resulting in the full Project which School District adopted on July 12, 2016.

70. The Athletic Facilities Upgrades are set to begin almost immediately, with the

intention to have many improvements completed by the beginning of the 2016-2017 school year,

including placement of permanent lights.  Principal improvements to the Athletics Stadium

include, but are not limited to:

• 2,000 home seating capacity to be repaired and upgraded;

• a new and constructed 500 seat visitor bleacher seating system;

• new restrooms and concession buildings on the visitor side of the
field;

• replace the PA system;

• install seven new speaker poles to service the PA system, both for
announcing and music;

• three speaker poles on the visitor side, 20 feet tall;

• four speaker poles on the home side, 29 feet tall;
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• expansion of practice field;

• four new 70 foot tall poles to provide lighting to the field;

• lights to be marked with double red solid lights in accordance with
FAA regulations;

• new 125 square foot ticket office;

• relocation of long jump, triple jump, high jump and pole vault
facilities;

• new 140 square foot press box, along with an elevator to provide
ADA access to the press box.

71. The Project does much more than just upgrade facilities for use by Point Loma

High School students.  As described in the FEIR, the facilities are being constructed with the

expressed intention they will be utilized, perhaps even more often, by outside groups.  The FEIR

identifies adult sports groups, youth sports groups and other community groups using the

facilities at least weekly, and potentially any day of the year, 365 days per year.  School District

uses their neighborhood schools as major revenue generators.  Recent coverage of the San Diego

High School lease (of City land in Balboa Park) reports San Diego High annually generating

$250,000 in rent payments from third parties.  School District views these improvements as cash

cows, but the cash largely flows from what plaintiffs contend are illegal non-academic uses.

72. On or about November 13, 2015, School District disseminated a draft

environmental impact report (DEIR) with the intention of soliciting comments from the public.  

73. On or about April 12, 2016, School District appears to have adopted a Resolution

exempting the Point Loma High School Project, at least to the extent it is intended for academic

or classroom uses, from City and County land use regulations and zoning ordinances.  It is not

known if School District notified San Diego City Clerk of this action, as required by the

California Government Code.

74. In May 2016, School District disseminated the FEIR.

75. Prior to its public meeting of May 24, 2016, School District noticed the EIR on

the following Agenda item.  Observe that no notice was provided of an intent to consider

potential approval of the Project itself, distinct from the FEIR:
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H(1) “Public Hearing and Resolution Certifying Final
Environmental Impact Report Pursuant to California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) For Point Loma High
School Whole Site Modernization and Athletic Facilities
Upgrades Project; BUDGETED: YES, PROPOSITIONS S
AND Z; STATE SCHOOL FACILITIES FUND FOR
STADIUM LIGHTING.”

76. At the hearing on May 24, 2016, Board President McQuary introduced the

Agenda item (H.1) as follows:

“We will now hear Item H.1, the Final Environmental Impact
Report for Point Loma High School Whole Site Modernization and
Athletic Facilities Upgrade Project and conduct the public
hearing.”

77. President McQuary then turned the matter over to staff who described the Agenda

Item as:

“This is a public hearing to consider the certification of the EIR for
Point Loma High School Whole Site Modernization.” [emphasis
added]

78. Approval of the agenda item was 5 to 0.  A signed Resolution relating to the

Agenda item H.1 passed on May 24, 2016 is available from the School District.  It contains nine

findings.  The first eight are findings related to the FEIR.  The ninth, not raised by the Agenda

item, includes:

“The Board hereby approves the project described in the FEIR as
the Point Loma High School Whole Site Modernization and
Athletic Facilities Upgrade Project.”

79. Neither the Agenda item nor the presentation of this matter by the Board President

or staff suggested the Board had agendized the Project itself.  Thus, the public provided input on

the FEIR.

80. Plaintiffs disputed the Board of Trustees’ action on May 24, 2016 approved the

Project, distinct from approving the Final Environmental Impact Report.  Plaintiffs served School

District with a “Notice to Cure and Correct” under the Brown Act on June 21, 2016.  School

District, on that issue, acknowledged it had broken the law.  The Project was then set for action

on July 12, 2016.
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VII.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

[Violation of CEQA (Pub. Res. Code §21000, et seq.) and Code of Civil Procedure §1094.5]

(By All Plaintiffs Against All Defendants)

81. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference each and every allegation set forth

above.

82. In 1970, the California Legislature enacted the California Environmental Quality

Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code §2100, et seq.; 14 Cal. Code Regs. §15000, et seq.) as a

means of requiring public agency decision makers, such as School District, to consider and

document the environmental implications of their actions.  CEQA’s principal goal is to inform

the public and decision makers, at the time of the consideration of the Project, as to the

environmental impact of its actions, to obtain public input to address those, and to take all

feasible steps to reduce significant environmental damage.  (Pub. Res. Code §21061)  For

projects with significant adverse environmental impacts, such as School District admits are

present for this Project, the law absolutely forbids the approval of a project that has feasible

alternatives that reduce, eliminate or otherwise lessen such impacts.

83. Under CEQA, the Lead Agency must prepare a complete and legally adequate

Environmental Impact Report (EIR)  prior to approving any discretionary project that may have a

significant adverse environmental effect.  (Pub. Res. Code §21108(b)(1).)  

84. The EIR must fully disclose and analyze a project’s potentially significant

environmental effects. 

85. The EIR must provide sufficient environmental analysis such that decision makers

can intelligently consider environmental consequences when acting on a proposed project. 

Mitigation measures adopted to address a project’s significant environmental effects must be

concrete and enforceable.

86. In approving the Project, and certifying the EIR, CEQA requires, among other

requirements, that the Lead Agency must find either: (1) that the Project’s significant

environmental effects have been mitigated or avoided; or (2) that the unmitigated impacts are
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outweighed by specific overriding economic, legal, social, technological or other benefits to the

Project.  The Lead Agency may reach the latter conclusion only if it finds that there are no

feasible mitigation measures or alternatives to avoid or substantially lessen the remaining

significant environmental effects of the Project.

87. CEQA requires that the same decision making body approve or disapprove the

project and complete the environmental review.  (Citizens for Restoration of L Street v. City of

Fresno (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 340, 359; citing Poet LLC v. State Air Resources Board. (2013)

218 Cal.App.4th 681, 721.)

88. Here, it is unclear that School District considered the Project along with or after

its consideration of the FEIR.  Evidence indicates just the opposite.  On or about May 24, 2016,

School District approved the FEIR.  Yet, evidence suggests this Project was green lighted long

ago.  On July 12, 2016, members of School District’s Trustees who spoke identified an existing

“Field Use Policy” as a reason for their support.  However, that policy was adopted two years

before the FEIR, or Project.

89. Based on the foregoing, Plaintiffs are informed and believe and on that basis

allege that School District failed to consider the Project along with its consideration of the FEIR,

thereby foreclosing School District’s ability to reach its own conclusions concerning the contents

of the FEIR.  School District heard the EIR without independently, or at all, hearing or

addressing the merits of the Project and, therefore, did not have the ability to itself modify the

Project to avoid or lessen impacts, or cast a no vote on the Project.  Not a single modification

was even suggested or made when School District’s Trustees considered this Project on July 12,

2016.  Neither did the Trustees suggest a single mitigating measure to the negative impacts of the

Project.  In fact, the Trustees did not have a staff presentation at the July 12, 2016 meeting.  No

alternatives were discussed.  The Trustees had no discussion.  Three Trustees did not even speak. 

Not a single person spoke in favor of the Project during “Public Comment”; the School Board

President said 39 residents signed up to speak against it.

90. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereon allege, that School District

violated CEQA for several reasons when it approved the EIR, including, but not limited to, the
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following:

a. The FEIR failed to adequately disclose and analyze the Project’s

environmental impacts, including the Project’s impacts related to  air

quality, visual resources, planning and environmental policies/plans,

transportation, traffic and parking, lighting and glare, view, noise,

existing traffic operations, Project traffic generation, projected

football game and event parking, offsite parking, existing

institutional, physical and neighborhood constraints, commercial

uses and impacts, and all alternative and recognized mitigation

measures.

b. The FEIR improperly determined significant environmental impacts

would not be significant, including impacts to  air quality, visual

resources, planning and environmental policies/ plans,

transportation, traffic and parking, lighting and glare, view, noise,

existing traffic operations, Project traffic generation, projected

football game and event parking, offsite parking, existing

institutional, physical and neighborhood constraints, commercial

uses and impacts, and all alternative and recognized mitigation

measures.

c. The FEIR failed to provide a stable, consistent and adequate

description of the Project which prohibited an accurate depiction of

the Project’s environmental impacts.  As just one example, the EIR

suggested heavy use by outside groups while Board comments

repeatedly referenced a commitment to an existing, unenforceable

“Field Use Policy,” a commitment not, in fact, made in the EIR or an

adopted motion.  It further failed to provide an adequate description

of the existing environmental setting of the Project, its facility, the

regional context and existing institutional and physical constraints. 
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It failed to identify reasonable alternatives and mitigation measures.

d. The FEIR failed to adequately evaluate and ensure compliance with

applicable state and local land use and zoning requirements.  School

District appears to believe that this Project is exempt from local land

use and zoning requirements as it potentially could be under

Government Code §53094.  However, the exemption under §53094

does not apply here.  The FEIR omits any reference to the lack of a

§53094 exemption, and fails to analyze any environmental impacts

resulting thereby.  The FEIR further failed to address, at all, the

absolute prohibition of the use of the Project and facilities contemplated

therein for anything but academic or classroom activities.

e. The FEIR failed to develop and apply proper and numerous accurate

“baseline” conditions and potential impacts, which precluded

meaningful and adequate analysis of the Project’s impacts related to,

among other things, air quality, visual resources, planning and

environmental policies/plans, transportation, traffic and parking,

lighting and glare, view, noise, existing traffic operations, Project

traffic generation, projected football game and event parking, offsite

parking, existing institutional, physical and neighborhood

constraints, commercial uses and impacts, and all alternative and

recognized mitigation measures.

f. CEQA requires a stable and finite project description.  In this case,

the Project has been differently described and represented to the

public, ranging from “Friday Night Lights,” to a practice facility for

numerous organizations and teams, to use by community groups. 

This defect arises, in whole or in part, from the failure of School

District to adopt or even share an actual “Project” that School

District would, or has, adopted.  In the FEIR, and at the hearing,
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there have been mention of multiple different levels of use, amounts

and time periods of possible daytime and/or nighttime events, with

no definite or concrete commitment, or a description of the actual

intended commitments, conditions, restrictions or concrete and

detailed enforceable mitigation measures regarding frequency of

uses, hours of uses, hours of lighted uses, use by non-academic or

classroom purposes, and types of users.  As one example, at the

hearing multiple members of the School District’s Board discussed

limited “event” uses of the football field based on an undisputably

unenforceable local “Point Loma High School Field Use Policy,”

(Appendix L of the FEIR).  The FEIR itself “assumed” the Field Use

Policy would be ignored or abandoned, stating instead that the

stadium would (their emphasis) be available for use any day of the

week, 365 days per year, up until a mandatory cutoff time for the

lights of 11:00 p.m.  The FEIR further contemplated, but never

addressed the impacts of, illegal uses by third parties, including air

quality, visual resources, planning and environmental policies/ plans,

transportation, traffic and parking, lighting and glare, view, noise,

existing traffic operations, Project traffic generation, projected

football game and event parking, offsite parking, existing

institutional, physical and neighborhood constraints, commercial

uses and impacts, and all alternative and recognized mitigation

measures.  Instead, the FEIR merely alluded to uses for Youth Club

Sports, Adult Club Sports and Community Events, estimating that

the typical usage by those organizations would be “any” day of the

year, and they would occur on a weekly basis.  The failure to

consistently define and describe proposed uses for the Project, and

evaluate the Project under different and varying conditions (for
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example, if local land use and zoning laws were applied, if it was

violated, or if these representations in the FEIR were accepted as

accurate) is a violation of CEQA, and for which differing levels of

significant impacts could result and, therefore, have not and could

not have been analyzed and mitigated.

g. While describing the potential use by numerous different

classifications of third parties, on a weekly basis and potentially 365

days a year, and with each use going until potentially 11:00 p.m. (as

set forth in subsection (f) above), School District failed to address,

the environmental impact of a usage that would be consistent with

the level of use anticipated and proposed by the FEIR and failed to

consider that impact, if the representations of the FEIR were

accurate, with respect to the impact on air quality, visual resources,

planning and environmental policies/ plans, transportation, traffic

and parking, lighting and glare, view, noise, existing traffic

operations, Project traffic generation, projected football game and

event parking, offsite parking, existing institutional, physical and

neighborhood constraints, commercial uses and impacts, and all

alternative and recognized mitigation measures.  The impact on all

issues from a use of the new “Athletic Stadium” at a level

specifically contemplated by the EIR [Vol. 2, 1-21 to 1-23] are left to

the imagination as the FEIR fails to assess, the “significant impacts”

from such usage.

h. CEQA requires an EIR to examine a range of reasonable alternatives

that would feasibly achieve most of the project objectives, but avoid

or substantially lessen any significant adverse effects.  The range of

alternatives in this FEIR did not provide the decision makers with

adequate information about the range of options available to reduce
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or avoid environmental impacts.  This failure to consider a

reasonable range of alternatives is a fatal flaw in the FEIR.

i. The EIR must consider a reasonable range of alternatives regardless

of whether the impacts of the project would be mitigated.  This FEIR

fails to consider a reasonable range of alternatives designed to avoid

or reduce environmental impacts.  The range of alternatives provided

here does not provide the decision maker with adequate information

about the range of options available to reduce or avoid

environmental impacts.

j. School District failed to adequately and objectively evaluate

reasonable Project alternatives to the Athletic Facility upgrades in

the Project.  Among other methods utilized by School District to

avoid a comprehensive evaluation of alternatives was to have the

FEIR define Project Objectives that would preclude any reasonable

alternative.  (For example, by providing as Project Objective that

each school in the School District’s athletic conference  should

essentially have the same athletic facilities as any other – they

preclude any alternative if that Project Objective was to be met). 

The FEIR failed to evaluate, the potential for Point Loma High

School’s athletic teams and organizations to share an athletic field

with another School District school, such as the recently completed

athletic facilities at Mission Bay High School where the football

team could share an existing School District facility with its

neighbor, Mission Bay High (much as San Diego Chargers share a

football field with State Diego State University and formerly with the

San Diego Padres baseball team, or as Point Loma’s baseball team

currently does with Dana Middle School).  The FEIR, and

comments, suggest an objective of the Project was to let students
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play at night.  Reasonable alternatives were never discussed or

considered, although identified by Project opponents.  Those

included playing at an off-site stadium.  Examples provided included

numerous local high school football programs (some of the best

programs in the County), pro teams and even other Point Loma

sports teams.  Examples provided included:

(i) Point Loma High School Boys Football – until
1973, played night games at Mesa High School
(School District stopped the night games, not the
neighbors);

(ii) Point Loma High School Boys Baseball – the team
plays games at Dana Middle School;

(iii) Christian High School Boys Football – plays all
home games at night renting the field at Granite
Hills High School;

(iv) St. Augustine High School Boys Football – top
local program now plays all home games at night
renting Mesa College stadium;

(v) Horizon High School Boys Football – has played
home games for decades at rented fields;

(vi) University of San Diego High School (UNI) Boys
Football – for decades played off site at USD
stadium;

(vii) Rancho Buena Vista High School (RBV) Boys
Football – for about two decades shared a stadium
for home games with Vista High School;

(viii) San Diego State Aztecs Football – for decades has
played off campus at what is now called Qualcomm
Stadium;

(ix) San Diego Padres Baseball – shared “home”
baseball field with football Chargers and Aztecs;

(x) San Diego Chargers Football – NFL football team
shares “home” field with a college football team,
the Rolling Stones, Monster Trucks and others.

School District also failed to consider athletics improvements

without lights or with a new parking structure.

k. School District alluded to, but never seriously considered as
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required, only one potential option to siting its athletic and

organizational uses at the new Athletic Stadium, by utilization of the

current, and already under construction, Correia Middle School

athletic facilities, which Plaintiffs are informed and believe include

four lighted athletic fields and which are sited just a mile away. 

However, those were off-handedly dismissed in both the FEIR and at

the hearing as conflicting with uses by the students at Correia Middle

School.  However, in the Correia Middle School EIR, School District

provided:

“During school hours, usage of the sports complex
would be limited to students.  Outside of school
hours, the complex would be available for usage by 
... Point Loma High School.” [Emphasis added.]

l. The School District’s Kimberly Chapin advised board members, at

School District’s May 24  FEIR hearing, that the facilities at Correiath

Middle School “simply can’t accommodate a high school team’s

practices and uses without interfering with Correia Middle School’s

use of its facility,” but that Correia Middle School’s EIR tells

another story.  Further, the FEIR for the Correia Middle School

project provided that Correia’s facilities “would also be rented to the

public and private sports teams/clubs for community use on evenings

and weekends,” and those illegal uses, are now cited to shut off a

reasonable evaluation as to whether Point Loma High School and its

students could use those facilities.  However, eliminating those

outside uses by third parties to free up the facilities for Point Loma

High School uses, was never considered in this FEIR or at the

hearing when evaluating whether or not the two schools, absent all

these illegal private and community uses, could actually co-exist on

the fields.  This, alone, in the context of the Correia FEIR, is a fatal
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omission and further reflects, in the view of the Plaintiffs, that this

was a sham FEIR and sham hearing.

m. CEQA requires an EIR consider reasonably foreseeable cumulative

impacts from a project.  The analysis of Cumulative Effects is

inadequate and fails to properly identify significant impacts.  The

findings of those significant Cumulative Effects are not supported by

the substantial evidence in the record.

n. The FEIR’s consideration of Cumulative Effects must consider

actions that are foreseeable consequences of the Project.  The

analysis fails to do so.

o. School District and the FEIR relied on mitigation measures that are

inadequate under CEQA, including measures that are vague and

insufficiently concrete, that are unenforceable, that will not

effectively reduce or avoid the Project’s significant impacts.  These

inadequate mitigation measures concern the Project’s impacts related

to, among other things, air quality, visual resources, planning and

environmental policies/plans, transportation, traffic and parking,

lighting and glare, view, noise, existing traffic operations, Project

traffic generation, projected football game and event parking, offsite

parking, existing institutional, physical and neighborhood

constraints, commercial uses and impacts, and all alternative and

recognized mitigation measures.  As one example, the EIR failed to

address making the Field Use Policy clear, concrete and legally

enforceable, or the potential use of some other vehicle other than the

existing Field Use Policy to ensure the same objective.

p. School District and the FEIR failed to disclose, analyze and adopt

feasible mitigation measures and alternatives to reduce or avoid

significant impacts, in direct contravention of CEQA’s requirements
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for an EIR, as well as CEQA’s substantive mandate that all feasible

mitigation measures and/or alternatives must be adopted to avoid or

reduce a project’s significant impacts.  These failures concern the

Project’s impacts related to, among other things, air quality, visual

resources, planning and environmental policies/plans, transportation,

traffic and parking, lighting and glare, view, noise, existing traffic

operations, Project traffic generation, projected football game and

event  parking, offsite parking, existing institutional, physical and

neighborhood constraints, commercial uses and impacts, and all

alternative and recognized mitigation measures.

q. School District failed to adequately and completely respond to

comments submitted by the public and others during review of the

FEIR, including the Project’s impacts related to air quality, visual

resources, planning and environmental policies/plans, transportation,

traffic and parking, lighting and glare, view, noise, existing traffic

operations, Project traffic generation, projected football game and

event parking, offsite parking, existing institutional, physical and

neighborhood constraints, commercial uses and impacts, and all

alternative and recognized mitigation measures.

r. School District stated that it had considered all matters submitted by

the public, but failed to do so.

s. School District purported to find that economic, legal, social,

technological, academic, or other benefits of the Project were

overriding considerations that permitted approval of the Project,

despite its significant impacts on the environment, notwithstanding

that such findings were unsupported by substantial evidence or

sufficient analysis, and did not require it comply with the findings

requirements of CEQA.  (Pub. Rec. Code §21081 and CEQA
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Guidelines, §15093.)

t. Respondent failed to make sufficient findings under CEQA §21081.

91. CEQA requires that a Lead Agency’s findings for approval of a project be

supported by substantial evidence in the administrative record.  CEQA further requires a Lead

Agency to provide an explanation of how evidence in the record supports the conclusion it has

reached.

92. School District violated CEQA by adopting findings that are inadequate as a

matter of law in that they are not supported by substantial evidence in the record and do not relate

the evidence to the conclusions reached.

93. School District also violated Code Civ. Proc. §1094.5 by abusing its discretion by

failing to proceed in a manner required by law purporting to make decisions to certify and adopt

the EIR that was not supported by the administrative record or findings in the administrative

record, or with required public notice.

94. As a result of the foregoing defects, Defendant prejudicially abused its discretion

by purporting to certify an FEIR that does not comply with CEQA, and by making all findings

and determinations related thereto, and by either having approved, or intending to approve, the

Project in reliance thereon.  Accordingly, Respondents’ purported certification of the EIR, all

related actions and any approval of the Project, if one either already exists, or is yet forthcoming,

must be set aside.

VIII.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

[Violation of CEQA – Sham EIR Hearing]

By All Plaintiffs Against All Defendants

95. Plaintiffs hereby reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 to 80 and

paragraphs 82 to 94 above, all as though fully set forth herein.

96. Under CEQA, a public entity must consider the environmental consequences

when acting on a proposed project.
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97. In Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116 (“Save Tara”), the

California Supreme Court affirmed this concept, concluding that if in view of all the surrounding

circumstances, a public agency has as a practical matter committed to a Project, the simple act of

CEQA compliance will not save the project.

98. In Save Tara, the California Supreme Court held:

“The full consideration of environmental effects CEQA mandates
must not be reduced ‘to a process whose result will be largely to
generate paper, to produce an EIR that describes a journey whose
destination is already predetermined.’ [Citation]” [Emphasis
added]

99. Plaintiffs contend that this is exactly what happened as it related to the Project. 

The hearing on May 24, 2016, where School District originally contended it both certified the

FEIR and approved the Project (without properly noticing the matter for hearing), failed to meet

its obligations under CEQA.  The approval of the Project (2014 for the “Field Use Policy” and

July 12, 2016 for the remainder of the Project), also failed to meet School District’s obligations

under CEQA.

100. Evidence that School District’s conduct here was, in fact, nothing more than a 

“sham” proceeding, for a decision that had already been made includes, but is not limited to, the

following:

a. In presentation to the elected Trustees on May 24, 2016 at the FEIR

hearing, staff made reference to the Project in the context of the

school’s “Master Plan,” as opposed to an actual discussion or

reference to a proposed project, suggesting the Master Plan adopted

long ago, is the Project;

b. Plaintiffs never saw a proposed Project separately distinct from the

FEIR;

c. School District never advised its Trustees or the public of the cost of

the Project;

d. School District never separately authorized funding for the Project,

contending instead that it was already funded, perhaps years ago, as a
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result of Propositions S and Z, as well as a State School Facilities

Fund For Stadium Light.  Both Board President McQuary and staff

advised the public and the Board of Trustees that the purpose of the

May 24, 2016 hearing was to consider the environmental impact

report, and did not advise that the purpose of the hearing was to

consider the actual Project;

e. The actual Project was not placed on a public Agenda in compliance

with the Brown Act on on May 24, 2016, evidence of an intent to

approve the Project without discussion or public input;

f. The actual Project was not noticed on the Agenda item for the

May 24, 2016 meeting at which School District would later claim it

adopted the Project;

g. At the July 12, 2016 hearing on the Project, none of the five Trustees

suggested a single change to the Project, even after comments from

hundreds of concerned residents, the City of San Diego’s local

planning group and even the local City Councilwoman;

h. At the July 12, 2016 hearing, none of the five Trustees suggested a

single mitigating measure, even after comments from hundreds of

concerned residents, the City of San Diego’s local planning group

and even the local City Councilwoman;

i. The Board itself engaged in no discussion as to the merits of the Project or

meaningful discussion of the FEIR, either on May 24, 2016 or July 12, 2016;

j. The Board’s questions to the staff on May 24, 2016 appeared to mimic a

pre-arranged outline of essential matters that needed to be completed at the

hearing, with only minimal response; even before the vote was taken, Board

President McQuary discussed it in the past tense stating:

“... the decision made allows us to put students first ...”

k. Heard no presentation from staff on the Project itself at the July 12, 2016
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Project hearing.

l. At the consideration of the Project on July 12, 2016, had no Board

discussion of the Project, notwithstanding that not a single speaker

supported it and 39 speakers signed up to oppose it.

m. In many instances, the FEIR failed to respond to input or comment from the

public to the DEIR;

n. School District created objectives that, to be met, precluded any reasonable

alternatives to the Project;

o. Identified uses of the four newly lighted Correia fields by Point Loma High

School students to overcome environmental impacts in the Correia EIR; but

then Correia was dismissed as a reasonable alternative in the Point Loma

FEIR;

p. Used outdated standards, and non-industry leaders to claim lighting would

not be a significant environmental impact and ignoring the more credible

lighting report by the Plaintiffs’ expert;

q. As discussed herein, School District failed to comply with CEQA in a

variety of respects all, Plaintiffs contend, because the FEIR was not intended

to be anything other than the “paper” necessary to finally move forward on

this Project;

r. Voted on April 12, 2016 to exempt the entire Project from local land use and

zoning laws, before the FEIR was even disseminated.

s. Largely based support for the Project on a Field Use Policy adopted two

years before the FEIR.

t. Ignored the FEIR’s warning that the “Field Use Policy” did not control the

use of the facilities and that the Trustees should assume field uses would far

exceed the 2014 Field Use Policy.

///
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IX.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

[Misuse and Violation of Government Code §53094 for Intended Non-Academic 

or Classroom Uses  – Violation of Local Land Use and Zoning Ordinances]

(All Plaintiffs as Against All Defendants)

101. Plaintiffs hereby reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 to 80,

paragraphs 82 to 94, and paragraphs 96 through 100 above, all as though fully set forth herein.

102. The FEIR, addressed by School District on May 24, 2016, provides that the

upgraded athletic facilities will be used for other than academic or classroom uses.  In Volume II,

Section 1.3.3, entitled “Athletic Stadium Operations” (at page 1-21 to 1-23) the now purportedly

certified FEIR provides:

a. “The proposed Athletic Stadium is anticipated to accommodate uses
and events ... [that] can include ... community uses (like club sports)
and other various uses.”

b. There is generally no restriction on the Principal’s ability to schedule
use of the Stadium.

c. To provide a conservative assessment of potential impacts, this EIR
assumes that the Athletic Stadium would be (emphasis in original)
available for use any day of the week up until a mandatory cutoff
time for the lights at 11 p.m. [italics added.]

d. The EIR provides that youth club sports (a non-academic and non-
classroom use) would typically use the Stadium weekly, with
medium attendance and that such usage could be any day of the week
[emphasis added].

e. The EIR provides that adult club sports (a non-academic and non-
classroom use) would typically use the Stadium weekly, with
medium attendance and that such usage could be any day of the week
[emphasis added].

f. In addition, the EIR provides that community events will
occasionally be held in the Stadium, with attendance likely to be
“medium-high” and this could occur on any day of the year
[emphasis added].

103. These proposed uses, as identified by the FEIR, are non-academic and non-

classroom in nature and constitute a simple commercialization of the site, as School District has
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done elsewhere, specifically Clairemont High School as discussed above and as recently reported

for San Diego High School ($250,000 generated annually from rentals to third parties).  After

receiving this FEIR, the School District voted on July 12, 2016 to proceed with the Project, with

full notice of the School District’s intention to utilize the facilities for non-academic and non-

classroom uses.

104. California Government Code §53094(b) exempts a school district from the zoning

ordinances of a jurisdiction, such as the City or County of San Diego, but only if the school

district has complied with the requirements of Section 66352.2 of the Government Code and

Section 21151.2 of the Public Resources Code, by a vote of two-thirds of its members, in which

case a school district may render city or county zoning ordinances inapplicable to certain uses of

property by the school district.  However, Government Code §53094 does not exempt or protect

non-academic or non-classroom uses, allow them, or exempt the District from zoning and land

use laws for those intended uses.  

105. Here, in Volume II, at pages 1-21 to 1-23, the FEIR acknowledges it anticipates

potential every day use of the facility for non-education, non-classroom, and non-academic

purposes.  That’s the School District’s best estimate, not the plaintiffs’!

106. Since these uses do not allow for a Government Code exemption, School District

is required to comply with local land use and zoning laws.  The record reflects these concerns

were raised with School District, at both the May 24, 2016 FEIR hearing and July 12, 2016

Project hearing, but never addressed in the DEIR , FEIR, or at the hearing on the FEIR or Project.

107. The proposed Project, as described herein and in the FEIR, will violate San Diego

zoning and land use laws to the extent it includes any non-academic and non-classroom uses,

which School District acknowledges it does.  The Point Loma High School site is located in an

RS-1-7 zone as identified in the City of San Diego zoning grid map.  Pursuant to Section

131.0422 of the San Diego Municipal Code (“SDMC”): (I) "Educational Facilities," including

Kindergarten through Grade 12 facilities, are permitted in an RS-1-7 zone only with the granting

of a Conditional Use Permit; (ii) Privately Operated Outdoor Recreation Facilities Over 40,000

Square Feet in Size are not permitted at all, nor are Assembly and Entertainment Uses.
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Accordingly, at best, the proposed stadium expansion would require the issuance of a

Conditional Use Permit by the City of San Diego. 

108. The Athletic Facilities Upgrades and campus renovations would not be granted a

Conditional Use Permit by the City of San Diego due, without limitation, to its failure to meet

the "Required Automobile Parking Spaces" required under SDMC Table 142-G5. A newly

constructed Grade 10 through 12 school would require 1 on-site parking space per 5 students at

maximum occupancy. Any other assembly or entertainment use would require 1 on-site parking

space per 3 seats or 1 per 60 inches of bench seating, whichever is greater.  The PLHS campus

does not, and cannot, accommodate sufficient parking to meet either minimum threshold.  In fact,

the Project contemplates one parking space per 14 students.

109. A Conditional Use Permit for the Stadium Expansion would also not be granted

due to failure to comply with the provisions of SDMC Section 142.0740 - Outdoor Lighting

Regulations, specifically due to the failure of the project to comply with provisions requiring

minimized negative impacts from light pollution.

110. School District has failed to pursue or obtain Conditional Use Permit to conduct

the non-academic and non-classroom activities for the Project, activities that are not otherwise

allowed by local land use and zoning laws and ordinances.

111. The City of San Diego City Attorney’s Office, which on some matters actually

acts as Legal Counsel to School District, addressed this very issue in 2011.  Then, the San Diego

City Attorney’s office concluded school districts may vote to exempt themselves from local

zoning ordinances, but only if the proposed use is for classroom facility.  That is not what is

planned here.

112. Here, by School District admission, the majority of the uses of this facility are

intended not for classroom or academic purposes.

113. On or about April 12, 2016, School District purported to exempt numerous

projects from local land use and zoning laws by a blanket “exemption” under Government Code

§53094 including, among other projects, the planned and potential project at Point Loma High

School (“Exemption Action”).  Plaintiffs challenge and seek to set aside and render null and void
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that Resolution adopted on April 12, 2016 as it relates to the Project, or to the extent it relates to

the Project’s uses that are non-classroom or non-academic, on the following grounds:

a. Improper notice;

b. The School District’s attempted exemption of the entire Project
would violate the provisions of Government Code §53094 which
only allows exemption of academic or classroom facilities within
each of these;

c. At or prior to its April 12, 2016 Resolution, School District did not
make, consider, or adopt any determination or findings with regards
to compliance by the Project with CEQA for purposes of the April
12, 2016 Exemption Action.  The action taken on April 12, 2016
therefore does not comply with CEQA and the Board failed to
consider the environmental impacts, as required by CEQA, in
granting this blanket exemption to the Project.

114. By adoption of the Resolution for the April 12, 2016 Exemption Action, for the

foregoing reasons, School District failed to proceed in a manner required by law, has not adopted

required findings as required by law under CEQA, has failed to give requisite notice and actual

due process notice regarding the Exemption Action, and the decision(s), and finding(s) and/or

purposes relating to the Exemption Action are arbitrary and capricious and/or are not supported

by substantial evidence.

IX.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as follows:

1. For alternative and peremptory writs of mandate, commanding Defendants:

(A) to vacate and set aside the purported approval of the Project and all

related approvals;

(B) to vacate and set aside the purported certification of the FEIR of the

Project and all FEIR related decisions, actions and approvals;

(C) to vacate and set aside School District’s Resolution number H.1. 

5-24-16 which purports to reflect all action taken on Item H.1 at the

May 24, 2016 School District meeting and to vacate and set aside
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School District’s Resolution on the Project at the July 12, 2016

meeting, which purports to reflect all action taken on July 12, 2016,

Item H.1;

(D) to prepare and certify a legally adequate FEIR for the Project;

(E) to suspend any and all activity, action, contracts, construction and

expenditures pursuant to Defendant’s purported approval of the

Project or certification of the FEIR that will prejudice the

consideration or implementation of particular mitigation measures or

alternatives, until Defendants have complied with all requirements of

the California Environmental Quality Act and all other applicable

state and local laws, policies, ordinances, and regulations as are

directed by the Court pursuant to Public Resources Code §21168.9 or

as dictated by local land use and zoning laws or any other provision

of local, state or federal law that relate to the Project.

2. For a stay, temporary restraining order, preliminary injunctions, and permanent

injunction prohibiting any actions by Defendants pursuant to Defendant’s

purported approval of the Project and certification and/or adoption of the FEIR for

the Project until Defendants have complied with all requirements of the California

Environmental Quality Act, California Planning and Zoning Law, and all other

applicable state and local laws, policies, ordinances, and regulations;

3. For costs of suit;

4. For attorneys’ fees as allowed by law, including under the Code of Civil

Procedure, §1021.5; and

5. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper.

Dated: July ___, 2016                                                                                    
ROBERT P. OTTILIE
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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